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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Smart apparel with embedded sensors have the potential to revolutionize human behavior sensing by leveraging everyday clothing
as the sensing substrate. However, existing textile-based sensing
techniques rely on tight-fitting garments to obtain sufficient signal to
noise, making it uncomfortable to wear and limiting the technology
to niche applications like athletic performance monitoring.
Our solution leverages functionalized fabric to measure the triboelectric charges induced by folding and compression of the textile
itself, making it a more natural fit for everyday clothing. However,
the large sensing surface of a functionalized textile also increases
body-coupled noise and motion artifacts, and introduces new challenges in how we suppress noise to detect the weak triboelectric
signal. We address these challenges using a combination of textile, electronics, and signal analysis-based innovations, and robustly
sense joint motions by improving SNR and extracting highly discriminative features from the signal. Additionally, we demonstrate
how the same sensor can be used to measure relative changes in skin
moisture levels induced by sweating. Our design uses a simple-tomanufacture layered architecture that can be incorporated into any
conventional, loosely worn textile. We show that the sensor has high
performance in natural conditions by benchmarking the accuracy
of sensing several kinematic metrics as well as sweat level. Additionally, we provide real-world performance evaluations across three
application case studies including activity classification, perspiration measurements during exercise, and comfort level detection for
HVAC systems.

• Applied computing → Health care information systems; • Humancentered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems
and tools;
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INTRODUCTION

While much of the recent research in the wireless sensing community
has surrounded wearable technology like wristbands, phones, and
glasses, one area that has seen relatively little work is smart apparel
i.e. the integration of wearables in clothing. But the market for
smart garments has grown steadily and is projected to have one of
the highest growth rates among wearables over the next few years
[11]. There is also increasing commercial activity including projects
like Google Jacquard [2], and smart apparel from major clothing
manufacturers like Nike, Under Armour, Ralph Lauren, and Levi’s
[3–6].
From a sensing perspective, a major advantage of smart clothing
is the ability to monitor the signal directly at the location where the
signal is strongest. In the context of joint sensing, it allows us to
measure at the joint and not be limited to locations such as the wrist
or waist. The ability to measure individual joints can enable many
applications. For example, the knee and ankle joints are important to
monitor gait disorders that can occur due to neurological causes like
Dementia and Parkinson’s, as well as non-neurological causes such
as Osteoarthritis, intoxication, and medications (e.g. sedatives). The
ability to measure joint movements is also an essential part of balance, posture, and motor control rehabilitation from conditions like
stroke, as well as for mass-market athletic performance monitoring.
But a key drawback of existing textile-based joint sensing technology is that these generally only work with tight-fitting garments,

